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Influences of rhythm- and timbre-related musical features on characteristics of music-induced movement
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Music makes us move. Several factors can affect the characteristics of such movements, including individual factors or musical features. For this study, we investigated the effect of rhythm- and timbre-related musical features as well as tempo on movement characteristics. Sixty participants were presented with 30 musical stimuli representing different styles of popular music, and instructed to move along with the music. Optical motion capture was used to record participants’ movements. Subsequently, eight movement features and four rhythm- and timbre-related musical features were computationally extracted from the data, while the tempo was assessed in a perceptual experiment. A subsequent correlational analysis revealed that, for instance, clear pulses seemed to be embodied with the whole body, i.e., by using various movement types of different body parts, whereas spectral flux and percussiveness were found to be more distinctly related to certain body parts, such as head and hand movement. A series of ANOVAs with the stimuli being divided into three groups of five stimuli each based on the tempo revealed no significant differences between the groups, suggesting that the tempo of our stimuli set failed to have an effect on the movement features. In general, the results can be linked to the framework of embodied music cognition, as they show that body movements are used to reflect, imitate, and predict musical characteristics.
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INTRODUCTION

Music makes us move. While listening to music, we often move our bodies in a spontaneous fashion. Keller and Rieger (2009), for example, stated that simply listening to music can induce movement, and in a self-report study conducted by Lesaffre et al. (2008), most participants reported moving when listening to music. Janata et al. (2011) reported a study in which they asked participants to tap to the music and found that participants not only moved the finger/hand, but also other body parts, such as feet and head. Additionally, the tapping condition (isochronous versus free tapping) influenced the amount of movement: the more “natural” the tapping condition, the more movement was exhibited.

In general, people tend to move to music in an organized way by, for example, mimicking instrumentalists’ gestures, or rhythmically synchronizing with the pulse of the music by tapping their foot, nodding their head, or moving their whole body in various manners (Godoy et al., 2006; Leman and Godoy, 2010). Moreover, Leman (2007, p. 96) suggests, “Spontaneous movements to music may be closely related to predictions of local bursts of energy in the musical audio stream, in particular to the beat and the rhythm patterns.” Such utilization of the body is the core concept of embodied cognition, which claims that the body is involved in or even required for cognitive processes (e.g., Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, 1999, or Varela et al., 1991). Human cognition is thus highly influenced by the interaction between mind/brain, sensorimotor capabilities, body, and environment. Following this, we can approach music (or musical involvement) by linking our perception of it to our body movement (Leman, 2007). One could postulate that our bodily movements reflect, imitate, help to parse, or support understanding the structure and content of music. Leman suggests that corporeal articulations could be influenced by three (co-existing) components or concepts: “Synchronization,” “Embodied Attuning,” and “Empathy,” which differ in the degree of musical involvement and in the kind of action-perception couplings employed. “Synchronization” forms the fundamental component, as synchronizing to a beat is easy and spontaneous. The beat serves as the basic musical element, from which more complex structures emerge. Leman furthermore suggests the term “inductive resonance,” referring to the use of movements for active control, imitation, and prediction of beat-related features in the music (the opposite of passively tapping to a beat) as the first step in engaging with the music. The second component, “Embodied Attuning,” concerns the linkage of body movement to musical features more complex than the basic beat, such as melody, harmony, rhythm, tonality, or timbre. Following this idea, movement could be used to reflect, imitate, and navigate within the musical structure in order to understand it. Finally, “Empathy” is seen as the component that links musical features to expressivity and emotions. In other words, the listener feels and identifies with the emotions expressed in the music and imitates and reflects them by using body movement.

It has been argued that music and dance have evolved together in most cultures (Arom, 1991; Cross, 2001) and are crucial elements of most social and collective human behavior (Brown et al., 2013).
Furthermore, most cultures have developed coordinated dance movements to rhythmically predictable music (Nettl, 2000). There is neurobiological evidence for a connection between rhythmic components of music and movement (e.g., Grahn and Brett, 2007; Bengtsson et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2009; Grahn and Rowe, 2009), which has led to the assumption that humans prefer music that facilitates synchronization and respond to it with movement (Madison et al., 2011). Phillips-Silver and Trainor (2008) showed in their study that especially head movements were found to bias metrical encoding of rhythm and meter perception.

The increasing opportunities of quantitative research methods for recording and analyzing body movement have offered new insights and perspectives for studying such movements. A number of studies have investigated (professional) dance movements using quantitative methods. Camurri et al. (2003, 2004), for instance, developed a video analysis tool to recognize and classify expressive and emotional gestures in professional dance performances. Jensenius (2006) developed the technique of “motiongrams” for visualizing and analyzing movement and gestures. Stevens et al. (2009) studied movements of professional dancers regarding time keeping with and without music using optical motion capture recordings. Optical motion capture was also employed by Naveda and Leman (2010) and Leman and Naveda (2010) who investigated movement in samba and Charleston dancing, focusing on spatiotemporal representations of dance gestures as movement trajectories.

Besides professional dance, several studies were dedicated to more general tasks and behaviors involving music-induced movement, such as movement of infants or laymen dancers. Zentner and Eerola (2010) investigated infants’ ability to bodily synchronize with musical stimuli, finding that infants showed more rhythmic movement to music and metrical stimuli than to speech suggesting a predisposition for rhythmic movement to music and other metrical regular sounds. Eerola et al. (2006) studied toddlers’ corporeal synchronization to music, finding three main periodic movement types being at times synchronized with pulse of the music. Toivainen et al. (2010) investigated how music-induced movement exhibited pulsations on different metrical levels, and showed that eigenmovements of different body parts were synchronized with different metric levels of the stimulus. Luck et al. (2010) studied the influence of individual factors such as personality traits and preference on musically induced movements of laypersons’ dancing, finding several relationships between personality traits and movement characteristics. Van Dyck et al. (2010) found that an increased presence of the bass drum tends to increase listeners’ spontaneous movements. However, systematic investigations targeting the relationships between musical features, particularly rhythm-related features, and human movement characteristics have not been conducted. Such an investigation would reveal additional information as to how music shapes movement. Additionally, finding dependencies of musical structure and body movements that are consistent between individuals would support the notion of embodied music cognition (Leman, 2007).

Rhythmic music is based on beats, which can be physically characterized as distinct energy bursts in time. If such beats occur as regular and repetitive temporal patterns, they give rise to a percept of pulse. Beat and pulse structures can be regarded as the basic metrical structure in music from which more complex temporal structures, such as rhythm, emerge. This is typically achieved by subdividing the basic metrical structure in smaller and larger units of varying lengths, constructing a metrically interlocked grid with events on different temporal levels (Parncutt, 1994). These rhythmic structures can vary, for example, in the degree of pulse clarity. Pulse clarity estimates, on a large time scale, how clearly the underlying pulsation in music is perceivable and can therefore be regarded as a measure for the underlying periodicity of the music (Lartillot et al., 2008). Another aspect of rhythmic structure is covered by spectro-temporal features, such as the sub-band spectral flux, which has been found to be among the most important features contributing to polyphonic timbre perception (Alluri and Toivainen, 2010). Spectral flux measures spectral change, which, when taken separately for different sub-bands, is related to certain elements of the rhythm (i.e., rhythmic elements created by instruments within the frequency range of the respective sub-band). It could be that sub-band flux is a crucial feature not only in a (passive) listening situation, but also in a (active) movement situation. Furthermore, other timbral characteristics, such as percussiveness, could have an influence on movement responses to music. For instance, high amounts of percussive elements in music could result in fast movements, reflecting the way such sounds are often produced. Following these notions, it could be assumed that variations in such musical features not only increase or decrease the amount of movement, but also change the kinds and properties of the movements. In line with the embodied music cognition approach (Leman, 2007), the movements could reflect and imitate the rhythmical and timbral structure of the music.

Besides features such as pulse clarity, tempo is an important factor contributing to the perception of rhythm (Fraisse, 1982). Tempo is the speed at which beats are repeated, the underlying periodicity of music. Tempo is usually measured in beats per minute (bpm). A large body of research has been conducted on listeners’ abilities to perceive different tempi, synchronize to them, and reproduce them in tapping tasks (for a review see Repp, 2005). Free tapping tasks have found that a majority of participants tapped at a rate close to 600 ms, though the individual rates differed considerably (Fraisse, 1982). Synchronizing to steady, periodic beat stimuli is possible at a wide range of tempi, however it is most regular and accurate for intervals around 400–500 ms (Collyer et al., 1992), respectively 400–800 ms (Fraisse, 1982), while with slower and faster tempo the time between two taps becomes more variable. Moelants (2002) suggested 120 bpm as the preferred tempo – the tempo where tempo perception is considered to be optimal and appears most natural. Interesting to note here is that literature often draws links between spontaneous/preferred tempo and repeated motor activities, such as walking, for which the spontaneous duration of steps is around 500–550 ms (Murray et al., 1964; Fraisse, 1982; MacDougall and Moore, 2005). Walking has been suggested as “a fundamental element of human motor activity” (Fraisse, 1982, p. 152) and could therefore serve as an origin of preferred tempo perception. Following these considerations, it could furthermore be assumed that music with tempi around 110–120 bpm stimulate movement more than music with other tempi.
In order to investigate relationships between rhythmic and timbral aspects of music and movements that such music induces, we conducted a motion capture experiment, in which participants were asked to move to music that differed in tempo and in rhythm- and timbre-related features, such as pulse clarity, percussiveness, and spectral flux of low and high frequency ranges. We were interested in two main aspects: first, whether movement and musical characteristics are somehow related, and more particular, which body parts and movement types reflect different musical characteristics. Second, whether the tempo of music has an influence on the movement. Following the notion of embodied (music) cognition we assumed the movement to reflect aspects of the music. First, we expected movements to indicate the beat structure, in particular that a clear beat would be embodied by increased speed of movements. Second, we anticipated that hand and arm movements, having the most freedom when moving/dancing, would play an important role in reflecting musical characteristics. Finally, we assumed movement features to resemble the preferred tempo insofar, as tempi around 120 bpm might encourage participants to move differently than tempi slower or faster than 120 bpm.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

PARTICIPANTS

A total of 64 participants took part in the study. Four participants were excluded from further analysis due to incomplete data. Thus, 60 participants remained for subsequent analyses (43 female, 17 male, average age: 24, SD of age: 3.3). Six participants had received formal music education, while four participants had a formal background in dance tuition. Participation was rewarded with a movie ticket. All participants gave their informed consent prior to their inclusion in the study and they were free to discontinue the experiment at any point. Ethical permission for this study was not needed, which was according to the guidelines stated by the university ethical board.

STIMULI

Participants were presented with 30 randomly ordered musical stimuli representing the following popular music genres: techno, Pop, Rock, Latin, Funk, and Jazz. An overview of the stimuli can be found in the Appendix. All stimuli were 30 s long, non-vocal, and in 4/4 time, but differed in their rhythmic complexity, pulse clarity, mode, and tempo. The stimulus length was chosen to keep the experiment sufficiently short while having stimuli that were long enough to induce movement.

APPARATUS

Participants’ movements were recorded using an eight-camera optical motion capture system (Qualisys ProReflex), tracking, at a frame rate of 120 Hz, the three-dimensional positions of 28 reflective markers attached to each participant. The locations of the markers can be seen in Figures 1A,B. The location of the markers were as follows (L, left; R, right; F, front; B, back): 1, LF head; 2, RF head; 3, LB head; 4, RB head; 5, L shoulder; 6, R shoulder; 7, sternum; 8, spine (T5); 9, LF hip; 10, RF hip; 11, LB hip; 12, RB hip; 13, L elbow; 14, R elbow; 15, L wrist/radius; 16, L wrist/ulna; 17, R wrist/radius; 18, R wrist/ulna; 19, L middle finger; 20, R middle finger; 21, L knee; 22, R knee; 23, L ankle; 24, R ankle; 25, L heel; 26, R heel; 27, L big toe; 28, R big toe. The musical stimuli were played back via a pair of Genelec 8030A loudspeakers using a Max/MSP patch running on an Apple computer. The room sound was recorded with two overhead microphones positioned at a height of approximately 2.5 m. This microphone input, the direct audio signal of the playback, and the synchronization pulse transmitted by the Qualisys cameras when recording, were recorded using ProTools software in order to synchronize the motion capture data with the musical stimulus afterward. Additionally, four Sony video cameras were used to record the sessions for reference purposes.

PROCEDURE

Participants were recorded individually and were asked to move to the presented stimuli in a way that felt natural. Additionally, they were encouraged to dance if they wanted to, but were requested to remain in the center of the capture space indicated by a 115 × 200 cm carpet.

MOVEMENT FEATURE EXTRACTION

In order to extract various kinematic features, the MATLAB Motion Capture (MoCap) Toolbox (Toiviainen and Burger, 2011)
was used to first trim the data to the duration of each stimulus and, following this, derive a set of 20 secondary markers—subsequently referred to as joints—from the original 28 markers. The locations of these 20 joints are depicted in Figure 1C. The locations of joints C, D, E, G, H, I, M, N, P, Q, R, and T are identical to the locations of one of the original markers, while the locations of the remaining joints were obtained by averaging the locations of two or more markers; joint A, midpoint of the four hip markers (called root in the further analysis); B, midpoint of markers 9 and 11 (left hip); F, midpoint of markers 10 and 12 (right hip); J, midpoint of breastbone, spine, and the hip markers (midtorso); K, midpoint of shoulder markers (manubrium), L, midpoint of the four head markers (head); O, midpoint of the two left wrist markers (left wrist); S, midpoint of the two right wrist markers (right wrist). Thereafter, eight movement variables were extracted from the joint location data to cover different movement characteristics, body parts, and movement types.

- Speed of Center of Mass, Head, both Hands, and both Feet: for calculating the speed of the movement, we applied numerical differentiation based on the Savitzky and Golay (1964) smoothing FIR filter with a window length of seven samples and a polynomial order of two. These values were found to provide an optimal combination of precision and smoothness in the time derivatives. For the Speed of Head, Hands, and Feet, the data were transformed into a local coordinate system, in which joint A was located at the origin, and segment BF had zero azimuth.
- Hand Distance: this feature relates to the distance between both hands.
- Amount of Movement: this feature is based on the traveled distance of all markers and gives a measure for the total amount of movement (data were also transformed into the local coordinate system).
- Hip Wiggle: this feature is defined as the mean absolute angular velocity of the hips around the anteroposterior axis.
- Shoulder Wiggle: this feature is defined as the mean absolute angular velocity of the shoulder around the anteroposterior axis.

Subsequently, the instantaneous values of each variable were averaged for each stimulus presentation. This yielded a total of eight statistical movement features for each of the 60 participants and 30 stimuli.

**MUSICAL FEATURE EXTRACTION**

To investigate the effect of rhythm- and timbre-related features on music-induced movement, we performed computational feature extraction analysis of the stimuli used in the experiment. To this end, four musical features were extracted from the stimuli using the MATLAB MIRT toolbox (version 1.4) (Lartillot and Toiviainen, 2007).

- Pulse Clarity: this feature indicates the strength of rhythmic periodicities and pulses in the signal, estimated by the relative Shannon entropy of the fluctuation spectrum (Pampalk et al., 2002). In this context, entropy can be understood as a measure of the degree of peakiness of the spectrum. Music with easily perceived beat has a distinct and regular fluctuation spectrum, which has low entropy. Thus, high pulse clarity is associated with low fluctuation entropy. To illustrate this measure of Pulse Clarity, the fluctuation spectra for high and low Pulse Clarity are shown in Figure 2.
- Sub-Band Flux: this feature indicates to what extent the spectrum changes over time. For the calculation, the stimulus is divided into 10 frequency bands, each band containing one octave in the range of 0–22050 Hz. The Sub-Band Flux is then calculated for each of these ten bands separately by calculating the Euclidean distances of the spectra for each two consecutive frames of the signal (Alluri and Toiviainen, 2010), using a frame length of 25 ms and an overlap of 50% between successive frames and then averaging the resulting time-series of flux values. For the current analysis, we used two frequency bands: band no. 2 (50–100 Hz) and band no. 9 (6400–12800 Hz). High flux in the low frequency bands is produced by instruments such as kick drum and bass guitar, whereas high flux in the high frequency bands is produced by instruments such as cymbals or
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**FIGURE 2 | Fluctuation spectra of two stimuli used in the study.** (A) Peaks at a regular distance of 0.28 Hz, with the highest peak at 4.56 Hz and other clear peaks at 2.29, 6.85, and 9.13 Hz, suggesting clear pulses and periodicity (stimulus 1, see Appendix). (B) Markedly lower magnitude values, a less periodic pattern of peaks, and more noise, suggesting low pulse clarity (stimulus 21, see Appendix).
hihats. Two spectrograms of sub-band no. 2 are displayed in Figure 3 to show the difference between high and low amounts of Sub-Band Flux.

- Percussiveness: for this feature, the slopes of the amplitude envelopes at note onsets are estimated and then averaged across all slopes of the signal. The steeper the slope, the more percussive and accentuated the sound.

Additionally, the Tempo of the stimuli was assessed in a separate tapping experiment, in which ten participants tapped to the 30 stimuli. The average tempo was evaluated by taking the median value of all intertap intervals.

RESULTS

In order to perform further analysis, we first checked for consistency between participants by calculating Intraclass Correlations (cf., Shrout and Fleiss, 1979) for each movement feature separately. Intraclass correlations operate on data that are structured in groups (as opposed to standard correlation procedures that assume data to be structured as paired observations) and indicate how strongly units of the same group (in this case the values of one movement feature for all participants and songs) resemble each other. The values are presented in Table 1.

All intraclass correlations resulted in highly significant coefficients. Therefore, we concluded that participants' movements for each song were similar enough to justify averaging the movement features across participants, yielding one value for each stimulus presentation.

Subsequently, we correlated the movement features with Pulse Clarity, Low and High Frequency Spectral Flux, and Percussiveness. Due to the relatively large number of correlations (32), we applied Bonferroni correction to avoid false positive errors in case of multiple comparisons. The results are displayed in Table 2.

As can be seen, Pulse Clarity shows significant positive correlations with Speed of Center of Mass \( r(30) = 0.67, p < 0.01 \), Speed of Feet \( r(30) = 0.55, p < 0.05 \), Amount of Movement \( r(30) = 0.62, p < 0.01 \), Hip Wiggle \( r(30) = 0.58, p < 0.05 \), and Shoulder Wiggle \( r(30) = 0.67, p < 0.01 \). Thus, for music with a clear pulse, participants tended to move the center of the body and feet faster, wiggled more with hips and shoulders, and used an increased amount of movement related to the whole body. For an illustration of these features, an animation of movements performed by one participant for the stimulus with the highest value for Pulse Clarity (stimulus 1, see Appendix) can be found in the

---

**FIGURE 3 | Spectrograms (sec. 10–20) of sub-band no. 2 (50–100 Hz) of two stimuli used in the study.** (A) High amount of temporal change (red represents high energy at the respective time and frequency, whereas blue represents low energy; see color bar) resulting in high value for Sub-Band Flux (stimulus 26, see Appendix). (B) Low amount of temporal change resulting in low Sub-Band Flux (stimulus 5, see Appendix).

---
“PulseClarity.mov” in Supplementary Material. The selected participant exhibited high values for all the movement features that were shown to be characteristic for high Pulse Clarity.

Spectral Flux of Sub-band no. 2 exhibited a high positive correlation with Speed of Head \( r(30) = 0.73, p < 0.001 \), suggesting that stimuli with strong spectral flux in the low frequencies are related to fast head movements. For illustration, an animation of movements performed by one participant for the stimulus with the highest value for Spectral Flux of Sub-band no. 2 (stimulus 26, see Appendix) can be found in the “SubBandFluxNo2.mov” in Supplementary Material.

Spectral Flux of Sub-band no. 9 showed significant positive correlations with Speed of Head \( r(30) = 0.64, p < 0.01 \), Speed of Hands \( r(30) = 0.65, p < 0.01 \), Hand Distance \( r(30) = 0.57, p < 0.05 \), and Amount of Movement \( r(30) = 0.57, p < 0.05 \), indicating that, for stimuli with strong spectral flux in the high frequencies, participants moved their head and hands faster, had a larger distance between the hands, and used an increased amount of movement. To illustrate these features, an animation of movements performed by one participant for the stimulus with the highest value for Spectral Flux of Sub-band no. 9 (stimulus 18, see Appendix) can be found in the “SubBandFluxNo9.mov” in Supplementary Material.

Percussiveness exhibited positive correlations with Speed of Center of Mass \( r(30) = 0.56, p < 0.05 \), Speed of Head \( r(30) = 0.67, p < 0.01 \), Speed of Hands \( r(30) = 0.57, p < 0.05 \), Hand Distance \( r(30) = 0.55, p < 0.05 \), Amount of Movement \( r(30) = 0.56, p < 0.05 \), and Shoulder Wiggle \( r(30) = 0.61, p < 0.01 \). Thus, for stimuli containing a high amount of percussive elements, participants moved their center of mass, head, and hands faster, had a larger distance between their hands, used an increased amount of movement, and wiggled more with their shoulders. For an illustration of these features, an animation of movements performed by one participant for the stimulus with the highest value for Percussiveness (stimulus 3, see Appendix) can be found in the “Percussiveness.mov” in Supplementary Material.

As we assumed a non-linear relationship between Tempo and the movement features, we excluded Tempo from the correlational analysis. Instead, we rank-ordered the stimuli based on their tempi obtained from the tapping experiment and picked the five slowest, the five medial, and the five fastest stimuli to perform a series of ANOVAs on these three groups. The tempi of the stimuli in these groups ranged from 73 to 87 bpm, from 113 to 125 bpm, and from 138 to 154 bpm. The results of the ANOVAs are shown in Table 3.

Table 3 | Results from the series of ANOVAs, testing for differences in the movement features between the three tempo groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>F(2, 897)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed of center of mass</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed of head</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed of hands</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed of feet</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand distance</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of movement</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip wiggle</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder wiggle</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants used an increasing amount of different movements and movement types of the whole body when the music contained easily and clearly perceivable pulses. Pulse Clarity might, therefore, influence body movement on a somewhat global, whole body level.

Low frequency (50–100 Hz) Spectral Flux was positively correlated to the Speed of Head. We observed that a high amount of low frequency Spectral Flux was associated with the presence of kick drum and bass guitar, creating strong low frequency rhythmic elements that are usually related to the beat period. A reason for the head being involved could be that, based on biomechanical properties, the head might be most prone to move to the beat level (cf. nodding to the beat or “head banging” in certain musical genres). Interesting to note here is that we found only one significant correlation, so it could be concluded that spectral changes in the low frequency ranges influences body movement on a rather local, specific level.

Spectral Flux in the high frequencies (6400–12800 Hz) was found to relate to Speed of Head and Hands, Hand Distance, and Amount of Movement. We observed that high frequency Spectral Flux was mainly influenced by the presence of hi-hat and cymbal sounds, creating the high frequency rhythmical figures and hence the “liveliness” of the rhythm. That could explain the dominance of hand-related movement characteristics, as the hands have the biggest movement freedom of the whole body and can therefore reflect fast rhythmic structures best.

Percussiveness correlated with Speed of Center of Mass, Head, and Hands, Hand Distance, Amount of Movement, and Shoulder Wiggle, suggesting that percussive elements in the music were related to movement of the upper body, especially to the hands as the most flexible body parts. Together with the findings for high frequency Spectral Flux, these results could indicate that timbral features not only affect movement responses to music, but more particular that the embodiment of these features is to a large proportion related to upper body and hand movement. Furthermore, high amounts of percussive elements seemed to be embodied with fast movement, supporting the assumption that the movement reflects the way such sounds are often produced.

The Tempo of the music failed to show any relationship with the movement features and could therefore not confirm our hypothesis that music around 120 bpm would stimulate movement differently than faster or slower music. However, this might be due to

**DISCUSSION**

We investigated music-induced movement, focusing on the relationship between rhythm- and timbre-related musical features, such as Pulse Clarity and Spectral Flux, and movement characteristics of different body parts.

Pulse Clarity seemed to be embodied by using various movement types of different body parts, such as Speed of Center of Mass and Feet, Amount of Movement, and Hip and Shoulder Wiggle.
our selection of the stimuli. The variety of musical styles that was covered by the stimuli might have undermined the influence of the tempo. This issue thus remains an open question that requires further investigation.

The results can be linked to the framework of embodied music cognition and could provide support for Leman’s (2007) concepts of Synchronization, Inductive Resonance, and Embodied Attuning. The concepts of Synchronization and Inductive Resonance can be related to our findings regarding Pulse Clarity: clearly perceivable and strong beats might have a resonating effect on the overall body/torso movement and amount of movement, reflecting and imitating the clear beat structure, and making participants synchronize to the pulse. With less clear pulses, people might be less affected by the resonating effect, and are thus less encouraged to move. Concerning the correlations with Pulse Clarity, it is interesting to note that Speed of Feet correlated significantly with this feature, but not with any other musical feature. A possible explanation for this connection could be that foot movement is usually related to walking, with steps at a regular pace. In a musical context, the pulse of the music is related to a regular pace, so it could be argued that a clear and regular pulse of the music was embodied with using more extensive and synchronized foot movement, that is, stepping to the pulse (see Styns et al. (2007) for further connections between walking and beat patterns). However, our movement features do not reveal information about the actual synchronization to the pulse, and thus further analysis has to be performed to justify this interpretation. The torso movement (Center of Mass Speed, Hip Wiggle, Shoulder Wiggle) could also be part of the stepping-/walking-type movement of legs/feet, which would explain the significant correlations with Pulse Clarity. Furthermore, the feet are required to provide stability and an upright position, so they cannot move as free as, for instance, the hands. Thus, a connection of these body parts to the fundamental components of musical engagement, such as synchronization and resonance, makes sense, whereas the upper body parts (e.g., hands and head) could be expected to be more related to timbral and rhythmical structures of music (cf., Embodied Attuning, see next paragraph).

Moreover, the results could serve as an example for the concept of Embodied Attuning – movement-based navigation through the musical/rhythmic structures of the stimuli created by Sub-Band Flux and Percussiveness. It could be suggested that participants attune to strong spectral changes in low and high frequency ranges and to percussive elements with mainly head and hand movements, as these musical characteristics (related to rhythm) might be reflected and imitated best by using the upper extremities of the body (hand, head, and shoulder movement). Especially the hands (together with arms and shoulders) could be used to navigate through the music and to parse and understand the rhythmic/musical structure better.

Besides having the biggest freedom in movement as mentioned previously, the relation between hand/arm-related movement and several musical features might also occur due to knowledge and imagination of playing a musical instrument (Leman, 2007). One could postulate that participants have applied their own experience in playing an instrument to convert this knowledge into spontaneous hand and arm movement; in other words, such movements could have been used as instrumental gestures to reflect and imitate certain musical features (Leman, 2007). Both high frequency Sub-band Flux and Percussiveness were found to be related to hand movements. Such movement characteristics could reflect the way these sound qualities are produced. For instance, participants could have imagined playing the drums during moving to the music (cf., “Air Instruments,” Godøy et al., 2006). A follow-up study including an appropriate background questionnaire (covering use and experience of musical instruments) should be conducted to investigate this relationship in more detail.

Furthermore, the link between head movement and rhythm-related musical features might be based on the tendency to use head movements to spontaneously follow the rhythm of the music. This could be seen as another example of the concept of embodied attuning (Leman, 2007). An additional interpretation of such head movements could be related to the results by Phillips-Silver and Trainor (2008), who found head movement to bias meter perception, as well as by Trainor et al. (2009), who discovered the vestibular system to play a primal role in rhythm perception: movements of the head could therefore support rhythm perception and understanding.

Movements are used not only in musical contexts, but also in speech. Hand and head gestures are widely utilized to accompany speech and convey additional information. Hadar (1989) noted that such gestures are used, for example, to clarify or emphasize messages. Consequently, our participants could have used their hand and head movements in a similar fashion, i.e., to emphasize and elaborate the musical (e.g., rhythmic) structure or certain musical events.

We aimed at designing an ecological study, as far as this is possible with an optical motion capture system and a laboratory situation. To this end, we chose real music stimuli (pre-existing pop songs), accepting the downside that they were less controlled, very diverse, and more difficult to analyze, as computational analysis of complex musical stimuli is not yet as sufficiently developed as for simpler, i.e., monophonic, stimuli. Furthermore, the stimuli might contain relevant musical features that we missed to extract. However, this approach made it possible to present the participants with music that they were potentially familiar with, and that is played in dance clubs. One could assume that this kind of music would make them move more and in a more natural fashion than more artificial stimuli.

The movement characteristics chosen in this study cover only a small part of the possible movement characteristics and types. There are certainly stereotypical genre- and style-dependent movements that are rather culturally developed than intrinsic to the music. Examples of these kinds of movements would be head banging in rock music or swaying hips to Latin music. To get more insight into such movement patterns, gesture-based computational analysis of the movement could be performed in the future.

As Desmond (1993) noted, dance is related to cultural identity. Since the musical styles used in this study can all be characterized as popular music in the cultural region in which the data collection took place, different movement characteristics might be found with participants that are not as familiar with such musical styles.
as our participants were. Comparative studies would give insights into cultural differences and commonalities of music-induced movement characteristics.

The present study revealed relationships between rhythm- and timbre-related musical features and movement characteristics. In the future, we will investigate periodicity and synchronization of music-induced movement, as well as further relationships of movement characteristics and musical features, such as tonality features, as they play an important role for the perception of musical emotions. Additionally, the results obtained in this study regarding tempo call for further investigation. A new set of stimuli could be created to control for tempo and related styles/genres to investigate the relationship of tempo, musical style, and resulting movement features.
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APPENDIX
SONG LIST
3. Antibalas: who is this America Dem Speak of Today? (Who Is This America?) 1:00–1:29.
6. Brad Mehldau: wave/Mother Nature’s Son (Largo) 0:00–0:29.
9. Dave Hillyard & The Rocksteady 7: Hillyard Street (Playtime) 0:15–0:45.
10. Dave Weckl: mercy, Mercy, Mercy (Burning for Buddy) 0:10–0:40.
11. Dave Weckl: tower of Inspiration (Master Plan) 0:00–0:30.
13. Gangster Politics: gangster Politics (Guns & Chicks) 1:00–1:29.
14. Gigi D’Agostino: blablabla (L’Amour Toujours) 0:00–0:30.
15. Herbie Hancock: watermelon man (Cantaloupe Island) 0:00–0:30.
16. Horace Silver: the Natives Are Restless 0:00–0:29.
17. In Flames: scream (Come Clarity) 0:00–0:30.
18. Jean Roch: can You Feel it (Club Sounds Vol. 35) 0:33–1:01.
20. Juana Molina: tres cosas (Tres Cosas) 0:00–0:30.
24. Maynard Ferguson: fireshaker (Live From San Francisco) 0:00–0:28.
25. MIA: 20 Dollar (Kala) 0:17–0:45.
27. Panjabi MC: mundian To Bach Ke (Legalized) 0:47–1:06 (loop).
29. The Rippingtons: weekend in Monaco (Weekend in Monaco) 1:13–1:42.